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Dai Kui was born a genius writer and artist in the East Jin Dynasty. He does not 
like to live a luxurious life but to resign and live as a hermit. He is a learned and 
versatile man who has a good command of literature, music, calligraphy, painting and 
sculpture, because of which he is highly respected by people.Based on the aspects of 
art and thought, researchers have long studied Dai’s achievements of painting and 
sculpture but his literature creation is relatively neglected. Since the materials related 
to the article have been well prepared, the author tries to do a thorough research on 
Dai’s life, creation thought, personality and works. 
There are five parts of this article. 
Ⅰ.Introduction.In this part, the author gives a general view on Dai’s literature 
and art achievements as well as the status of knowledge on these aspects. After that, 
the author also shows the purpose of this article. 
Ⅱ.Chapter I. Life of Dai Kui.According to the previous researchers, Dai’s life 
background is systematically reproved here, including the exact dates of Dai’s birth 
and death, original family history and his friend- making. In this chapter, the author 
clarifies the doubtful points of Dai. 
Ⅲ.ChapterII. Creation thought.Under the social background of the East Jin 
Dynasty, this chapter analyses Dai’s original thought and displays its trates which 
contains Confucian, Buddhism and Daoism.The author also gives an analysis of his 
traits of creation and view on aesthetics. 
Ⅳ.Chapter III. Works Of Dai Kui.Judging form literary genre, in this chapter, the 
author presents the contents of his remaining works in details as well as his artistic 
characteristics. Moreover, the author makes an attempt to discuss his literature 
achievements. 
Ⅴ.Conclusion.In this part, the author’s view of writing and the main idea of this 
article is given. 
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① 张怀瓘《书断》谓王濛“永和三年卒，年三十九。”见（唐）张怀瓘.书断[M].清文渊阁四库全书本，卷






















































































































                                                        
①《晋书·戴逵传》曰：“孝武帝时，以散骑常侍、国子博士累征，（逵）辞父疾不就。”见（唐）房玄龄等 
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